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Acting Techniques

The Film and TV Actor's Pocketlawyer
Legal Basics Every Actor Should Know
David Yung Ho Kim

The Film and TV Actor's Pocketlawyer is an educational handbook for actors to use and
reference whenever they are presented with an underlying contract for a talent
management deal, a talent agency deal, a series regular role for a television show, or
a speaking role for a major independent or motion picture film and the book is
organized into six helpful chapters: Chapter One: The Talent Management Agreement.
Chapter Two: The Talent Agency Agreement. Chapter Three: First Television Series
Regular Role. Chapter Four: First Major Indie or Motion Picture Role. Chapter 5: SAG-
AFTRA FAQs. Chapter 6: Spearheading Your Own Projects. The first four chapters
summarize the most important areas to look out for when negotiating and signing
certain agreements commonly signed by actors, while also providing general industry
standard norms and tips to be aware of as they pertain to each area. And the last two
chapters address commonly asked questions regarding basic SAG-AFTRA actor rights,
and the dos and donts when actors spearhead their own small writing and/or film
projects. Although there many legal handbooks out there in the market for music
industry folk and filmmakers to use and quickly reference, there are absolutely none
for the actor. As such, this legal and educational handbook was created for the actor
in mind.

PB 9781543924824 £18.99 April 2018 BookBaby 175 pages
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Jazz in My Soul
A Marvin Gaye Fantasy
Edie Anderson

Jazz in My Soul/A Marvin Gaye Fantasy/Thought -provoking one act musical stage play.
A delightful, fantasy, dream sequence about a woman who dreams of Marvin Gaye every
April 1st (the day of his death) for over 30 years. Each year her dream is the same, a
dream haunted by beautiful torch songs recorded by Marvin in 1968 and reworked in
1978. She is a lover of jazz music and obsessed with those beautiful jazz ballads Marvin
prepared (in her mind) to make his jazz debut, those songs that serenaded her every
night before falling off to sleep. But only in April would the dreams come…the same
lovely dream over and over year after year until the day of our play. That is when things
take an unsuspected turn.

PB 9781543956801 £11.99 February 2019 BookBaby 60 pages

Film Theory & Criticism

Esoteric Hollywood II
More Sex, Cults & Symbols in Film
Jay Dyer

Like no other book before it, this work delves into the deep, dark and mysterious
undertones hidden in Tinsel Town’s biggest films. Esoteric Hollywood is a game-
changer in an arena of tabloid-populated titles. After years of scholarly research, Jay
Dyer has compiled his most read essays, combining philosophy, comparative religion,
symbolism and geopolitics and their connections to film. Readers will watch movies
with new eyes, able to decipher on their own, as the secret meanings of cinema are
unveiled.

PB 9781634241939 £18.99 December 2018 Trine Day 396 pages

The First King of Hollywood
The Life of Douglas Fairbanks
Tracey Goessel

Douglas Fairbanks was the greatest leading man of his generation-the first and the best
of the swashbucklers. He made some of the greatest films of the silent era, including
The Thief of Bagdad, Robin Hood and The Mark of Zorro. With Charlie Chaplin, D. W.
Griffith, and his wife, film star Mary Pickford, he founded United Artists. Pickford and
Fairbanks ruled Hollywood as its first king and queen for a decade. Now a cache of
newly discovered love letters from Fairbanks to Pickford form the centerpiece of the
first truly definitive biography of Hollywood's first king, the man who did his own stunts,
built his own studio, and formed a company that allowed artists to distribute their own
wealth outside the studio system. Fairbanks was fun, witty, engaging, creative,
athletic, and a force to be reckoned with. He shaped our idea of the Hollywood hero,
and his story, like his movies, is full of passion, bravado, and romance.

PB 9781613738948 £18.99 January 2018 Chicago Review Press 560 pages
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Literary Studies: Poetry & Poets

Start to Figure
Fugitive Essays, Selected Reviews
Andrew DuBois

Literary Nonfiction. Poetry. In this wide-ranging collection, Andrew DuBois rounds up
some 200 reviews of contemporary Canadian poets (from Jordan Abel to Jan Zwicky);
American poets, memoirists, and novelists; and twenty-first century literary critics.
With an approach that balances careful attention to aesthetics and style with an over-
arching commitment to the crucial role of the arts in our personal and social lives,
DuBois describes the objects under his discussion with a clarity and precision that aims
to be both fair to the artists and enlightening for the reader. Eschewing obscurity,
exiling jargon, and resisting political boilerplate, START TO FIGURE is a compelling
record of over twenty years of critical response, from a lover of genuine art, meant to
educate and entertain.

About the Author: Andrew DuBois is the author of three previous books, including
Ashbery's Forms of Attention and Start to Figure: Fugitive Essays, Selected Reviews, a
collection that includes reviews of over 200 contemporary poets.

PB 9781989287514 £15.99 May 2020 Palimpsest Press 352 pages

Constructive Negativity
Prize Culture, Evaluation, and Disability in Canadian Poetry
Shane Neilson

Constructive Negativity is a book of criticism without precedent in Canadian Literature.
The result of over twenty years of participation in the nation’s poetry community, it
combines Shane Neilson’s lived experience of disability with prize culture theory in
order to create that rarest of creatures: criticism as page-turner. In the first section of
the book, Neilson repurposes Rilke’s famous admonition, saying to poets You must
change your genre – meaning, you must write criticism – in order for poetry to have a
life in an era dominated by prize culture. Later, Neilson provides a starting point for
others to engage with books of Canadian poetry using the lens of disability, covering a
range of texts and especially weighing in on the author’s particular community, those
with invisible disability.

About the Author: Shane Neilson is a poet, physician, and literary critic who lives
with disability.

PB 9781989287347 £15.99 October 2019 Palimpsest Press 352 pages

We Are Not Avatars
Essays, Memoirs, Manifestos
John Barton

Renowned poet and editor John Barton collects his most provocative essays, public
lectures, and reviews produced over the past twenty-five years. Barton began
publishing in an era much less attentive to queer voices. In this special book, Barton
grafts his own memoir about finding his voice as a poet and feet as an editor to astute
takes on Margaret Avison, Emily Carr, Pat Lowther, Maureen Hynes, Anne Szumigalski,
and many others. Making this book even more essential reading is the larger cultural
context Barton brings to bear by writing about the historical production evolution and
reception of queer writing in the lengthening shadow of equity.

About the Author: Polari is John Bartonas eleventh collection of poetry. His books
and poems have won three Archibald Lampman Awards, a Patricia Hackett Prize, a CBC
Literary Award, and a National Magazine Award.

PB 9781989287217 £15.99 May 2019 Palimpsest Press 300 pages
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Poetry

Irreverent Litanies
Poems
Zack Rogow

In Zack Rogow's new poetry collection Irreverent Litanies, the poet grapples with
religion and spirituality from the viewpoint of someone who grew up in a militantly
atheist home. He surprises himself by sometimes finding the wisdom and beauty in a
meditative perspective. With laugh-out-loud humor and deep heart, these poems offer
new perspectives on contemporary life, from cloning Mozart to traffic bottlenecks in
Silicon Valley to the cycles of birth and death.

PB 9781947548633 £11.99 March 2019 Regal House Publishing 90 pages

Girls Like Us
Elizabeth Hazen

Girls Like Us is packed with fierce, eloquent, and deeply intelligent poetry focused on
female identity and the contradictory personas women are expected to embody. The
women in these poems sometimes fear and sometimes knowingly provoke the male
gaze. At times, they try to reconcile themselves to the violence that such attentions
may bring; at others, they actively defy it. Hazen's insights into the conflict between
desire and wholeness, between self and self-destruction, are harrowing and wise. The
predicaments confronted in Girls Like Us are age-old and universal-but in our current
era, Hazen's work has a particular weight, power, and value.

PB 9781942892229 £13.99 March 2020 Alan Squire Press 72 pages

Monstrous
PS Cottier

Monstrous contains some famous creatures. You will find poems about Mary Shelleys
monster, who writes a new ending to his story. There are also lesser known
monstrosities, such as sharks that eat suns, kings who wear crowns decorated with eyes,
evil fairies, and the dubious future of the game of cricket. Garden gnomes, in all their
hideous whimsy, keep popping up. They are even found on the moon. Travel there with
a nineteenth century adventurer on a steam-engine, along with some hidden aliens.
Monsters take many forms, both disturbing and amusing. The horrible and the hilarious
walk together in this book.

About the Author: PS Cottier is a poet, writer, anthologist and book reviewer who
lives in Canberra. She has a particular interest in speculative poetry, having co-edited
The Stars Like Sand: Australian Speculative Poetry with Tim Jones (IP, 2014). A short
collection of poems called Quick Bright Things: Poems of Fantasy and Myth was
published by Ginninderra Press (2016), and her poetry has appeared in Canada, England,
India, New Zealand and the United States, as well as in Australia. PS Cottier was
awarded a PhD for a thesis on images of animals in Dickens by the Australian National
University, and she also completed a law degree in Melbourne. She has worked as a
tea-lady, union organiser, university tutor and lawyer, but now writes full time.
Monstrous is her fifth collection of poetry.

PB 9781922332172 £19.99 June 2020 Interactive Publications 72 pages
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Scattered Clouds
New & Selected Poems
Reuben Jackson

Scattered Clouds: New & Selected Poems is a volume of lyrical, emotionally forthright
meditations on love, loss, and longing. The poems are often sobering, but they are not,
to quote Langston Hughes, "without laughter." Scattered Clouds contains the complete
text of the author's award-winning first collection, fingering the keys; his nationally
lauded poem, "For Trayvon Martin"; and his wry, unabashedly romantic suite of
ruminations on a long-time and deeply missed friend, the late barbershop owner Amir
Yasin, and his widow Khadijah Rollins. These poems, exploring Amir's late-life romance
with Kadijah, became a national internet sensation. An introduction by poet Abdul Ali
(Cave Canem alumni and author of Trouble Sleeping) places Jackson in his rightful
context as a Black American poetry elder, who has influenced generations of younger
poets with his musical wisdom as well as his poetry.

PB 9781942892182 £12.99 October 2019 Santa Fe Writer's Project 130 pages

Ghost Face
Greg Santos

In his third DC Books title, Ghost Face, Greg Santos explores what it means to have
been a Cambodian infant adopted at birth by a Canadian family. Through a uniquely
playful and self-reflective series of poems that pay moving homage to his adoptive
parents and explore the fantasies of a lost family and life in Cambodia, Santos leads
the reader through his visceral process of unlearning and relearning who he is and who
he might become.

About the Author: Greg Santos is the author of The Emperor's Sofa (DC Books). He
holds an MFA in Creative Writing from The New School in Manhattan. Greg is a poetry
editor for carte blanche and teaches the art of verse to at-risk youth. He lives in
Montreal with his wife and two children.

PB 9781927599518 £19.00 September 2020 DC Books 83 pages

Fool
Jessie Jones

In tarot, the Fool represents continual beginnings, not being able to see or think past
the excitement and potential of a new start. The Fool is also associated with zero — a
literal loop.

Like Anne Carson writing poetry in the style of the poet alchemist Arthur Rimbaud,
Jessie Jones renders her reflections with acerbic brilliance. In her debut collection, she
examines the sensual, cruel, pleasing, and depraved state of being human in the
twenty-first century. All pro, she’s ready to stage a coup d’état.

Reflective with a kind of circular logic edging toward a darker surrealism, these poems
are at times comically satirical, but always grounded in fresh ethos. A pleasure of
language and circumstance, where passengers on a boat peer through "a thick,
absorbent mist" and the poet moves "through/the city like a bundle of kindling./ All
day I wait for a bit of friction/ to transform me," The Fool sets its sights on a world
riddled with panaceas designed to course-correct our lives.

About the Author: Jessie Jones grew up on the Prairies, spent a decade on
Vancouver Island, and now calls Montreal home. Her work has been shortlisted for
the Malahat Review’s Open Season Poetry Award, Arc’s Poem of the Year contest,
and PRISM International’s Poetry Contest. With The Fool, she makes her mark —
indelibly.

PB 9781773101750 £15.99 September 2020 Goose Lane Editions 96 pages
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Pasquale Verdicchio
Essays on His Works
Edited by Antonio D'Alfonso

The ten essays included in this volume address the themes of immigration, migration,
and history in Pasquale Verdicchio's poetry and scholarship. Giuliana Gardellini, Joseph
Pivato, Anna Zampieri Pan, Diego Bastianutti, Carmelo Militano, Leonardo Buonomo,
Kenneth Scambray, Laura E. Ruberto, and Antonio D'Alfonso discuss Verdicchio's
unconventional forms and contents that reveal the difficulties of being considered a
marginalized ethnic voice in North American culture. Not conforming to conventional
poetic models, Verdicchio writes poetry that presents itself as a puzzle in which for
decades he demonstrates the role that politics, history, and culture play in self-
analytical writing. The immigrant (or defined as such by conventional terminology)
offers as his central theme a “moving” cultural landscape that he must personally
inhabit from the moment he leaves his native home. The ever-changing persona in
Verdicchio's texts defies linguistic and literary constraints. Verdicchio challenges the
conventional role that nostalgia plays in ethnic poetry and contributes in a daring
manner to how view immigrant and post-immigrant studies. Pasquale Verdicchio is one
of the few poets today to reposition the post-immigrant identity in our growing
pluricultural societies.

About the Author: Poet, novelist, essayist, translator, Antonio D’Alfonso has
published more than fifty books (including translations) and has made three feature
films. He is the founder of Guernica Editions which he managed for thirty-three years
before passing it on to new owners in 2010. He moved to Toronto in 1991. For his
writings, he won the Trillium Award, the Bressani Award, and the New York
Independent Film Award for his film, Bruco. He holds a Ph.D. from the University of
Toronto. In 2016, he received a Honorary Doctorate from Athabasca University. His new
film, TATA (Daddy), was released in July 2020. The Two-Headed Man: Collected Poems
1970-2020 was published in July 2020.

PB 9781771836470 £15.99 March 2021 Guernica Editions (CA) 182 pages

Squall
Poems in the Voice of Mary Shelley
Chad Norman

What if the lady -- Jane Austen's contemporary --who conceived the world's most
intriguing modern monster (Doc Frankenstein's creature) -- was also a proto-
suffragette, precursor-feminist, and, simultaneously, much to her chagrin, wedded to
a narcissist poet, whose liberalism urged on his libertinism? How would such a woman
think? What would she say about her majuscule Romantic dilemma and miniscule
romantic predicament? Such are the questions that Chad Norman pursues in his act (and
art) of sympathetic re-animation: Squall: Poems in the Voice of Mary Shelley.

PB 9781771835176 £15.99 April 2020 Guernica Editions (CA) 108 pages

The Grief We're Given
William Bortz

Readers call William's poetry "breath-taking", "refreshing" and "relatable to anyone".

The Grief We're Given explores the collective and personal experience of grief and
grieving through themes and tropes such as relationships, love, loss, nature, eternity,
and hope as a thinning, but exuberant, door. How are we to learn to grieve when it
feels unrelenting? How are we to adore and memorialize small moments of
appreciation? How are we to shape our grief into something worth celebrating, and
begin to understand the grief we give?

HB 9781771682190 £15.99 February 2021 Central Avenue Publishing 144 pages
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Confessions of Her
Cindy Cherie

Based on a true story, Confessions of Her is the debut poetry novel by Cindy Cherie,
one of today's most popular poets on Instagram. It is a tale of survival depicting how
one young woman found love in herself, rather than searching for it in the arms of
another. This autobiographical collection of poetry and prose takes you on a journey of
love and loss, depicting how she overcame heartbreak to ultimately, save herself.

PB 9781771682138 £13.99 September 2020 Central Avenue Publishing 208 pages

A Strangely Wrapped Gift
Emily Juniper

In A Strangely Wrapped Gift, you will find journeys from mental illness to recovery,
from heartbreak to heart growth, from hopelessness to empowerment, and from the
ocean to the stars. Juniper takes heavy, emotional raw material and weaves it into
stunning, relatable poetry you'll long to share with friends and loved ones. This
collection is a reminder that broken pieces make the most beautiful mosaics, and that
all of us possess the power to bloom even after a harsh winter.

PB 9781771681896 £13.99 March 2020 Central Avenue Publishing 192 pages

The Tremulous Seasons
Terry Hauptman

The paintings and poems of Terry Hauptman are mature in conception and excite the
resonant issues of our day with visceral and spiritual overtones. Terry has written that
her works often focus on a Phoenix them of hope rising from tragedy. They churn the
blood of our past into an informed metaphor, which transcends a temporal definition.
Her images urge on the symbolic. Their figures and potent calls shrieking and
whimpering assert echoes of ancestry that resound in the chambers of today. Through
a curious eye they utter, whisper and choke us with tentative movements that blend
reality, history, dreams, sand, water, wine, blood to intimate an unforeseen direction
comprising a part of humankind's silhouette. Our eyes water from the sophisticated
plan which, in essence, remains hidden from sight.

PB 9781682011003 £15.99 February 2020 North Star Press of St. Cloud 132 pages

The Purpose of Things
Pieter de Koninck, Peter Serchuk

Is the ordinary really so ordinary? Or illuminated in different light, does it reveal
something far beyond what we previously imagined? In The Purpose of Things, poet
Peter Serchuk and photographer Pieter de Koninck pair fresh language and images to
create a landscape of new possibilities filled with insight and humor.

Reviews: " The Purpose of Things is a terrific collaboration between words and
images… a delightful reconsideration of what's right in front of us."
Aline Smithson, internationally acclaimed photographer, artist, and curator

PB 9781646030194 £18.99 July 2020 Regal House Publishing 86 pages
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Break Out
Eric Greinke

In his latest collection of forty-one new poems, Break Out, poet Eric Greinke
demonstrates his comfort with the wide variety of poetic modalities and divergent
compositional approaches for which he is known. Thematically, the collection is
structured to maximize a readers mental flexibility and emotional empathy through
alternative perspectives presented in the poems. The dominant theme of the book is
the need of all sentient beings to escape from the many kinds of chains and prisons that
capture them. Hailed by Charles Reznikoff as the best poet of his generation, at 72
years old Greinke continues to write poems that evoke our common human experiences
in search of universal truths. The first, middle, and last poems (In Tree Light, Love
Match, and From Mirror To You) are surrealistic lyric poems inspired respectively by
French poets Yves Bonnefoy, Andre Breton and Claire Malroux. A series of couplet-
based, ghazal-like, free-associative responses to the morning news on television (i.e.
Monkey Time, Origins of Alchemy, and Break Out) are interwoven with poems written
from the perspective of fish, birds and animals (i.e. Hunger, Bluegill Apocalypse,
Waves, The Unseen, Trash) placed amid a core of topical objectivistic docu-poems
inspired by Associated Press articles that address human rights in the context of social
problems, such as human trafficking (i.e. Little Doll, The Trap, The Price),
homelessness (i.e. The Cold, Locked Out), road rage (On The Road), racism (The Word),
gang violence (The Dead), sexual abuse (The Secret), drug addiction (Unforgiven),
sanctuary for illegal immigrants (Standing Room Only), mass shootings (No Cover) and
hunger (Hunger Everywhere). Throw in a few surprises, (i.e. an acrostic imitation of
Apollinire or the sardonic social cultural observations of Intensities In Ten Cities), and
you have poetry that takes you for a ride, both inside and out.

HB 9781732518216 £22.99 May 2020 Presa Press 64 pages

RAUW
Real and Unadulterated Words of Poetry Vol. I
Carliss Maddox

RAUW will take you on a thought-provoking journey of inner truth. The rhythmic poetic
words will strip away the facades of perfection to reveal the naked truth about life.
RAUW is an unapologetic collection of poems that navigates the reader through the raw
complexities of self-awareness, family, relationships, sisterhood, and racial injustice.
It also weaves in elements of spirituality that unveils the nuances of religion and the
forgiveness of God. RAUW: Real and Unadulterated Words of Poetry is a collection of
poems that goes straight to the core of the inner man bringing about truth, self-
reflection, and a change of heart.

PB 9781098335090 £9.99 January 2021 BookBaby 50 pages

The Outer Wards
Sadiqa de Meijer

"I was awake. / The hour was wrong", de Meijer writes, and her poems track, in visceral
and tender detail, the distraction, exhaustion, exhilaration, and fear of child-rearing
through crisis. For de Meijer, the experience was also a crisis of language, and the
struggle to find new terms for her state. Addressed, in part, to a child she calls "my
grievous spectacle, / my dearest unpossessable", The Outer Wards is everywhere
marked by a joy in words -- their quick-fire turns, sumptuous sounds, and nursery-rhyme
seductions.

About the Author: Sadiqa de Meijer is the author of the poetry collections Leaving
Howe Island and The Outer Wards. Her work has won the CBC Poetry Prize and Arc’s
Poem of the Year Contest, and was a finalist for the Governor General’s Literary Award
and the Pat Lowther Memorial Award. She lives with her family in Kingston, Ontario.

PB 9781550655452 £13.99 September 2020 Vehicule Press 88 pages
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Korean Letters - Poems
David Cameron

The 2020 collection Korean Letters gathers together the poems written in the four years
since The Bright Tethers. The words of its title poems were culled from fragments of
letters written by Cameron's late father, George, while on National Service in Korea.
The book includes 'In a Darker Vein', a cycle of poems set to music by the Toronto-based
composer, David Jaeger, and also 'In the Epileptic Colony', a long poem recording the
intensity of Cameron's former experiences as a careworker in a residential 'hospital
school'. Both of these books confirm the poet and reviewer D.A. Prince's judgement of
Cameron's achievement: 'Thoughtful, tentative, musical, human in scale, these are
poems which deserve to last.'

About the Author: David Cameron was born in Glasgow in 1966 and now lives near
Belfast. In 2014 he received the Hennessy Literary Award for Poetry.

PB 9780957466982 £10.00 January 2020 Rune Press Limited 128 pages

A Fraction of Momentary Love
Poems
Wish Ronquillo Peacocke

A Fraction of Momentary Love takes the reader on a poignant journey of love's allure,
anguish, anticipation, and everything in between. Through vivid poetic storytelling
inspired by pop culture romance and infused with nature, Wish Ronquillo Peacocke
awakens one's soul to a wide spectrum of relatable emotions and experiences revolving
around romantic love. Amid the choreographed whirlwind gravity emerges in human
emotion-- a tug here, a rip tide there-- binding us together in its current. Gaining
momentum page by page, this debut collection of compelling poetry inspires deep-
rooted introspection and instigates lasting emotional transformation as a result.

PB 9780648904809 £9.99 January 2021 BookBaby 94 pages

Aphrodite Made Me Do It
Trista Mateer

Voted one of the best poetry collections of 2019 by readers on Goodreads! Bestselling
and Goodreads Choice Award winning poet Trista Mateer takes a magical approach to
self-care with her new collection, Aphrodite Made Me Do It. In this empowering and
feminist retelling, Mateer transforms the mythology of the goddess into 224 pages of
modern poetry and full-color artwork. Broken into sections alternating between the
perspective of The Poet and Aphrodite herself, the work within tackles the timeless
topic of love--romantic, platonic, and self-love. The collection addresses issues like
heartbreak, sexuality, womanhood, trauma, and the restorative power in taking control
of your own lore, speaking your truths, and rewriting your origin story. If you let her,
by the end of this book, Aphrodite will make you believe in the possibility of your own
healing. "If you were only made to be beautiful, we wouldn't have put you down here
in the dirt." Perfect for fans of Amanda Lovelace, Nikita Gill, Rupi Kaur, Elizabeth
Acevedo, Rick Riordan, and Madeline Miller; or anyone interested in Greek myths, tarot,
and Instagram poetry.

PB 9781771681742 £13.99 October 2019 Central Avenue Publishing 192 pages
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Poetry Anthologies

Turn It Up!
Music in Poetry from Jazz to Hip-Hop
Edited by Stephen Cramer

This is a vibrant anthology of 400 pages, including poems by everyone from Langston
Hughes, Allen Ginsberg, and Rita Dove to Yusef Komunyakaa, Kim Addonizio, Kevin
Young, and Danez Smith. The book contains 88 poets in all (the number of keys on a
piano) and is split into three sections: poems about jazz, poems about blues and rock,
and poems about hip-hop. The now famous quote -- writing about music is like dancing
about architecture -- has been attributed to everyone from Theolonious Monk to Frank
Zappa to Elvis Costello. How can one pin down an invisible craft like music with the
more absolute definitions of language? Well, the poets in the book, responding to
everyone from Louis Armstrong to the Rolling Stones to Public Enemy, prove that it can
be done, and done in style.

PB 9781950584321 £22.99 September 2020 Green Writers Press 400 pages

ECLECTICA
An Anthology
Jill Rayl Edited by Joyce Ragland

Contemporary fiction to Western, Sci Fi to nonfiction, in the form of short stories,
poetry, nonfiction, a screen play, a memoir, and a novella, the anthology
Eclectia, offers a variety of genres for adult and YA readers. Laugh with some pieces,
fight tears with others, and be transported by creative storytellers in this unparalleled
collection of writings.

About the Author: Jill Rayl's copyediting skills come from being an avid reader of
a wide variety of genres including fiction, history, biography and comparative religion.
She holds a degree in International Politics with a minor in West European Studies. She
grew up in Oregon and has lived in Arizona, Vermont, Istanbul and Munich and has
visited thirty-four countries across four continents. She currently resides in Springfield,
Missouri.

PB 9781946504456 £15.99 March 2019 Goldminds Publishing 300 pages

Afterglow
Laura Jan Shore

Afterglow is a poetry of love born, lost and then regained. With meticulous and lyric
detail, Laura Jan Shore examines her relationship with her husband from a myriad of
angles like a painter contemplating the lifelines of her subject, conveying deeply felt
emotion but without the shorthand of sentimentality. This is about love that endures
beyond the confines of mortal time. By the author of Water Over Stone.

About the Author: Laura Jan Shore was born in the UK, raised in the US,
immigrated to Australia in 1996 and has lived on the Far North Coast of New South
Wales ever since. The Sacred Moon Tree (Bradbury Press, 1986) was nominated for the
Washington Irving Children’s Book Award.

PB 9781922332219 £9.99 June 2020 Interactive Publications 78 pages
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Moonrise over the siding
Hazel Hall

This masterful collection of tanka features the work of Hazel Hall in collaboration with
other leading practitioners of the form: Beverley George, Carole Harrison, Carol
Judkins, Mary Kendall, Kathy Kituai and David Terelinck. Sit back, breathe slowly in and
out, sip your cup of green tea... and enjoy!

About the Author: Hazel Hall is an Australian poet, musicologist and convenor of
the School of Music Poets in Canberra. Her doctoral dissertation (1984) explored the
relationship between speech and song, reflecting her special interest in the musicality
of poetry.

Reviews: “Moonrise Over the Siding offers poems of intimacy, keen observation,
poignancy, awareness and use of all the senses and occasionally, wry humour. The
collection is organised in themed sections, each headlined with a thoughtfully selected
artwork by Robert Tingey that informs and illustrates the title of each section. Each
section contains individual tanka and longer works, including tanka prose, renga and
tanka and haiku sequences.

Hall’s individual tanka capture the nuances of nature, relationships, situations,
occasions and people. Music plays a subtle but important role in many poems, with its
power to invoke a setting and use as metaphor. The poet’s sensitivity and awareness is
apparent in each carefully composed poem. When writing with other poets, there is a
keen sense of communication and empathy between each of the poets, while each
maintains a separate style.”
Carmel Summers

PB 9781925231854 £20.00 March 2019 Interactive Press Australia 98 pages

Dark Sky Dreamings
an Inland Skywriters Anthology
Merrill Findlay

When you look up at a midnight sky, what do you see—mottled stars and a full Moon
trying hard to compete with the street lamps for your attention? You might be situated
in a city, or its sprawling suburbs, where the ever-present urban glow tends to keep
your gaze horizontal, missing out on the beckoning mysteries of the Universe.

This Skywriters anthology will change all that. Through the eyes and creativity of people
who write about south-eastern inland Australia, we’ll redirect your vision upwards to a
brighter Moon, the subtle presence of nearby planets, the cosmic spectacular of our
Milky Way galaxy and those celestial bodies even further away.

You’ll find inspiring stories, poems and essays by a great diversity of Australians
responding to what some have called the ‘Inland Astro-Trail’, which connects rural and
remote communities with world-class astronomical observatories such as those at
Parkes, Siding Springs and Narrabri. Some skystories are “literary”, others intensely
personal, but all are guaranteed to widen your horizons—upwards!

About the Author: Merrill Findlay is a writer and cultural development practitioner
who now lives in Forbes, NSW. Her published work includes a critically acclaimed novel,
Republic of Women (UQP 1999), book chapters, blog posts, speeches, scholarly articles,
conference papers, an opera libretto, and features for the mainstream press, such as
The Age, Good Weekend, and the Canberra Times. Her most recent cultural
interventions include The Skywriters Project and the Inland Astro-Trail.

PB 9781922332059 £25.99 November 2019 Interactive Publications 264 pages
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Sweet Water
Yvonne Blomer

Sweet Water: Poems for the Watersheds gathers the voices of poets from across
Canada, the US and the UK who write of water. Bottled, clouded, held in rain, in river,
estuary and lake, sweet water is the planet’s life force and the poets here examine it
from every angle – the pitcher plant, the beaver and the American Bull Frog, rain,
clouds, smog, the many ducks and the salmon and the last lake sturgeon. Poets take us
to the rivers they live along – and grieve daily – the Peace River Canyon, Chilcotin,
Taylor River, the Humber River, Millstone River, the Fraser River, and more.

In Canada, the watershed runs into the Pacific, Arctic, Hudson Bay and the Atlantic.
This water houses the aquatic ecosystems that feed and nurture not only the people,
industries and animals on land but also drains into the world’s oceans. It is part of the
hydrologic cycle that begins with water evaporation to become groundwater that seeps
into rivers, streams, lakes and oceans. It is the water we bathe in, drink, and with
which we grow our food. As it becomes more and more poisoned from industrial
corporations, mining and the many, too many humans on our planet, it also becomes
more and more endangered. We are paying attention. We are aware of the watershed
moment that we inhabit in the twenty-first century. We know that change must come.

About the Author: Yvonne Blomer is the author of a travel memoir Sugar Ride:
Cycling from Hanoi to Kuala Lumpur, and three books of poetry, as well as an editor,
teacher and mentor in poetry and memoir. She served as the city of Victoria poet
laureate from 2015-2018. In 2018 Yvonne was the Artist-in-Residence at the Robert
Bateman Centre and created Ravine, Mouse, a Bird’s Beak, a chapbook of ekphrastic
ecological poetry in response to Bateman’s art. In 2017 Yvonne edited the
anthology Refugium: Poems for the Pacific (Caitlin Press) with poets responding to
their connection to the Pacific from the west coast of North America, and as far away
as Japan and New Zealand.

PB 9781773860220 £12.99 May 2020 Caitlin Press 256 pages

Rising Tides
Reflections for Climate Changing Times
Catriona Sandilands

Ice melt; sea level rise; catastrophic weather; flooding; drought; fire; infestation;
species extinction and adaptation; water shortage and contamination; intensified social
inequity, migration and cultural collapse. These are but some of the changes that are
not only predicted for climate changing futures, but already part of our lives in Canada.
Although these transformations are global and dramatic, they are also experienced
locally and particularly by people who are struggling to understand the impacts of
climate change on their daily lives.

Rising Tides is a collection of short fiction, creative non-fiction, memoir and poetry
addressing the past, present and future of climate change. Bringing stories about
climate change--both catastrophic and subtle--closer to home, this new anthology
inspires reflection, understanding, conversation and action. With more than forty
purposefully written pieces, Rising Tides emphasizes the need for intimate stories and
thoughtful attention, and also for a view of climate justice that is grounded in ongoing
histories of colonialism and other forms of environmental and social devastation. These
stories parallel the critical issues facing the planet, and imagine equitable responses
for all Canadians, moving beyond denial and apocalypse and toward shared meaning
and action.

About the Author: Catriona Sandilands is a professor in the Faculty of
Environmental Studies at York University. She is a fellow of the Pierre Elliott Trudeau
Foundation, a former Canada Research Chair and past president of both the Association
for Literature, Environment and Culture in Canada and the Association for the Study of
Literature and Environment (US).

PB 9781773860183 £13.99 December 2019 Caitlin Press 272 pages
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[Dis]Connected Volume 2
Poems & Stories of Connection and Otherwise
A [Dis]Connected Poetry Collaboration
Tyler Knott Gregson, Courtney Peppernell, K. Y. Robinson Edited by Michelle Halket

This highly-anticipated second volume of poetry and short stories combines the forces
of some of the most popular poets of current day. [Dis]Connected Volume 2 presents
poems and short stories about connection wrapped up in a most unique exercise in
creative writing. Follow along as your favorite poets connect with each other; offering
their work to the next poet who tells a story based on the concept presented to them.
With contributions from:
Alicia Cook
Tyler Knott Gregson
Courtney Peppernell
Noah Milligan
Komal Kapoor
N.L. Shompole
Caitlyn Siehl
K. Y. Robinson
Raquel Franco
Wilder Following the first book [Dis]Connected, [Dis]Connected Volume 2 is a mixed
media presentation of connection and collaboration.

PB 9781771681803 £15.99 October 2019 Central Avenue Publishing 256 pages

Vermont Poets and Their Craft
Edited by Neil Shepard, Tamra J. Higgins

The anthology Vermont Poets and Their Craft is a deep well of both information and
art that offers thought-provoking essays on poetic craft and a unique selection of
poetry. Compiled as a follow-up to Sundog Poetry Center's lecture series of the same
name, filmed and televised by Vermont Public Television, this collection will not only
be an invaluable resource for creative writing classes, but for writers at all stages of
development who might enjoy literary company diving deep into various aspects of
poetic craft. Included are essays from most of the poets from the original series - Major
Jackson, Sydney Lea, David Budbill, Baron Wormser, Neil Shepard, Diana Whitney,
David Huddle, and, Pamela Harrison, Mary Jane Dickerson, and Tamra Higgins - as well
as seven additional poets vital to Vermont's lyric canon: Partridge Boswell Martha
Zweig, Stephen Cramer, Greg Delanty, Chard deNiord, Didi Jackson, and Julia Shipley.

These essays on poetic craft offer something for everyone, whether you are an
accomplished poet, or a student seeking deeper understanding of poetic craft, or are
simply curious about poetry's allure. Topics include poetic plain-style; the interweaving
of lyric and narrative elements in a poem; the formal elements of both metered and
free verse; the art of concealing and revealing in a poem; the deployment of dramatic
and thematic cues through poetic structure; the natural-world representations of desire
in poetry; the grounding of a poem through imagery; the convergence of history and
poetry; the complexity of poetry residing in its combination of irony and ecstasy; the
music inside lyric poetry and the poetry inside music lyrics; the linguistic play,
serendipity, and subversion of experimental poetry; and - what else? - the mystery and
terror at the heart of Robert Frost's nature poetry.

PB 9781732743441 £22.99 April 2019 Green Place Books 274 pages
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Poetry by Individual Poets

What Fox Knew
Mary Barnes

His voice was as thick as pine resin when he began to read and as the words travelled
down my spine.' Mary Barnes has identified beauty in subtlety. What Fox Knew captures
our gentle world in rich poems that calm and awaken. Bringing her Ojibwe roots to the
fore, the poet has constructed a first collection that settles on masterful.

About the Author: Mary Barnes is of Ojibwe descent. She is a graduate of the
University of Waterloo and winner of the Tom York Award for short fiction. She has
written book reviews for the Antigonish Review and currently writes for Prairie Fire.
Her poetry has appeared in literary journals such as the Prairie Journal, Tower Poetry
Society, and Voicings. She lives in Wasaga Beach.

PB 9781988168203 £15.99 October 2019 At Bay Press 136 pages

Snowman
R. J. Keeler

"The poems in Snowman are full of intelligence, humour, and craft. I found myself
through Keeler’s love of language and ability to capture broad experiences – from the
scientific to the political to the personal – moved one minute and laughing out loud the
next. A book like no other, brim-full of uniqueness and surprise." -- Yvonne Higgins
Leach, poet-author of Another Autumn. "Snowman presents a remarkable collection of
intriguing and thought-provoking poetry from R. J. Keeler." -- Michael B. Davie, author,
Hammertown

About the Author: R. J. Keeler began writing in 1970 under the direction of Guy
Owen. Keeler’s second book of poetry Snowman, contains poems from over thirty years
of writing. His style ranges from traditional forms (sonnets, villanelles, sestinas) to less
formal arrangements, and in content from science to silliness, to love and death. His
writing tends to be distinct from many academic writers, for whom he has a mild
distain.

PB 9781988058566 £19.00 January 2021 Manor House Publishing 162 pages

The Brightest Thing
Ruth Daniell

In her first full-length collection, award-winning poet Ruth Daniell offers work that is
both earnest and hopeful, even in the face of trauma. In formally exquisite and lyrical
poems, The Brightest Thing tells the story of a young woman who is raped by her first
boyfriend and her struggle afterwards to navigate her fairy-tale expectations of
romantic love. This contemporary story of hurt and healing is paired with poems that
give voice to silenced princesses from fairy tales—including Rapunzel, Donkeyskin, The
Little Mermaid’s sister and the princess who feels the pea beneath two hundred
mattresses. At turns heartbreaking and joyful, with an unabashed eye for beauty and
an unapologetic hope for love, Daniell questions the pursuit of happily ever after, and
probes deep into darkness while looking for the light.

Reviews: “Straight-to-the-heart imagery, fairy tale transformed into first-person
confession, a willingness to risk sentimentality while clearly understanding its limits:
these are what I love best about Ruth Daniell’s The Brightest Thing.”
Sue Sinclair, author of Heaven’s Thieves

PB 9781987915907 £9.99 June 2019 Caitlin Press (CA) 96 pages
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Shelf
Rufo Quintavalle

In this poem, Rufo Quintavalle has rewritten Walt Whitman’s Song of Myself keeping
the first and last letter of each line and replacing the middle. Within this strict
constraint, Quintavalle the poet has achieved a remarkable and touching intimacy at a
distance with Whitman’s inner world. The first fifteen sections of the poem were
previously published by corrupt press as a bilingual chapbook with a facing French
translation by Ian Monk. Watch Quintavalle and Monk reading from the English and
French versions, sometimes alternately and sometimes simultaneously, here.

Reviews: “In this remarkable book-length poem, Rufo Quintavalle has produced
something totally new (and slim) from the epidermis of Walt Whitman’s increasingly
plump, brilliant, ‘Song of Myself.’ A piece of magic.”
Ian Monk, author of Writings for the Oulipo

PB 9781952386060 £12.99 February 2021 Sagging Meniscus Press 88 pages

Sadness Corrected
New Poems and Dialogues
Marvin Cohen

In this prodigious outpouring of short pieces, Marvin Cohen looks into every corner of
human affairs, even the darkest, with a joyful spark that never goes out.

About the Author: Marvin Cohen is the author of numerous novels, plays, and
collections of short pieces, including Sadness Corrected: New Poems and Dialogues;
Run Out of Prose; Women, and Tom Gervasi; Inside the World: As Al Lehman; The Self-
Devoted Friend; Others, including Morstive Sternbump; and Baseball as Metaphysics.
He lives in New York City.

PB 9781944697785 £21.99 June 2019 Sagging Meniscus Press 300 pages

Emergency Exit
Recent Poems by Xhevdet Bajraj
Xhevdet Bajraj Translated by Ani Gjika

"How does a writer translate war? And when the war is over, how does the individual
reconstruct his world from the ruins? Bajraj lives in Mexico, in exile since the war in
Kosovo, and a lot of his poetry is equally attentive to both the desire and the loneliness
inherent in that fate. -- Ani Gjika (translator) Bajraj’s poems capture the troubled voice
of the foreigner in a strange land; a place tethered, painfully and inextricably, to the
past. Bajraj’s Mexico City, populated by fallen angels and the ghosts of the poet’s war-
torn past, is an uneasy place, one in which even the most mundane of activities is
tinged with darkness. Visions of violence intermittently break the flow of words,
rendered all the more forceful by their sparse simplicity. This selection of short poems,
like small windows into a world in which neither the reader nor the poet is entirely at
ease, allow us to contemplate the brutal melancholy of war, exile, and their lingering
effects.”
Alice Whitmore

About the Author: Xhevdet Bajraj, a Kosovar poet and dramatist, has published
more than twenty books of verse, which have been translated into many languages.

PB 9781942281177 £9.99 April 2020 Laertes, a Press for Literary 56 pages
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Logography
A Poetry Omnibus
Anis Shivani

Logography: A Poetry Omnibus brings together three collections of extraordinarily
vigorous and electric poetry from the quicksilver mind of Anis Shivani: Confessions
II, Lyric/Resistance, and The Art of Love.

About the Author: Anis Shivani is the author of several critically acclaimed books
of fiction, poetry, and criticism. Both Anatolia and other Stories and The Fifth Lash
and other Stories were longlisted for the Frank O'Connor international short story
award. Forthcoming books include Soraya: Sonnets and Literature in an Age of
Globalization.

PB 9781944697730 £24.99 May 2019 Sagging Meniscus Press 304 pages

Memories Pretend to Sleep
The Poetry of Julia Gjika
Julia Gjika Translated by Ani Gjika

Born in 1949, Julia Gjika grew up during the harshest years of Albania’s Communist
regime when literature from the West was strictly censored and her own poems were
often not allowed in print. When compared to that of other countries in Europe,
women’s poetry in Albania is fairly recent and Gjika belongs to the first generation of
female poets, having published her first book, Birthday, in 1971, followed by Where I
Find Poetry in 1978. In 1996, she immigrated with her family to the United States,
where her poetry began to reflect the sacrifices of immigration. Gjika’s work is
characterized by an unflinching honesty, precision of thought and language, and the
peculiar combination of wisdom with a childlike vulnerability. She is a poet who, like
the child who puts her ear to the railroad track to hear her train coming, has felt
everything deeply, and given herself permission in the face of it all to break into song.

About the Author: Julia Gjika is an Albanian poet and essayist living and writing in
the United States since 1996. She belongs to the first generation of Albanian women
poets, having published her first book Ditëlindje (Birthday) in 1971, followed by Ku Gjej
Poezinë (Where I Find Poetry) in 1978.

PB 9781942281160 £9.99 April 2020 Laertes, a Press for Literary 56 pages

Milepost 27
Marilyn Stablein

Marilyn Stablein is an award-winning author of fifteen books of poetry, memoir, and
essays. She has won the New Mexico Book Award and the National Federation of Press
Women Book Award. Her latest book, Milepost 27, showcases her examination of the
effects of climate change. From the bone altar of a Native American shaman who prays
over disturbed land honoring deceased ancestors to the phantom forests of New Mexico
where a ponderosa forest once thrived, Ms. Stablein has an eye for surreal
environments, especially the drought-parched firescapes that have become
increasingly common across the globe.

A number of the poet’s poems recall her post-Beat travels to Asia in the 60s, where she
studied art for six years. These poems evoke the rich cultural and spiritual life of people
she met and places she lived, “from New York to Nepal; from Juarez to Varanasi; from
Kathmandu to far-flung rivers and seashores.”

Her most poignant poems depict her grief after the unexpected, accidental death of
her son. From despair to acceptance, the arc of the book weaves up and down, in, out
and around the familiar American obsession with the open road. Ultimately her
lonesome journeys down the Jornado del Muerto and the Route 66 caminos give way to
acceptance, appreciation, and joy.

PB 9781936364312 £15.99 May 2019 Black Heron Press 96 pages
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The Sacking of the Muses
Susan Hawthorne

Muses have been sacked' their role in the pantheon, sold up for some new, real estate
venture.

When the Muses are sacked, what are we to do? The Muses who inspire poetry,
astronomy, history and daily living bring their song and dance into present-day political
struggles. These Muses are for rebellion.

Susan Hawthorne’s poems span millennia of resistance by women. The earth itself is
implicated. She writes about women's bodies, how they are used, abused and
celebrated in birthing, in sexual pleasure, in grief, in imagining. She draws on stories
from ancient and contemporary India, from Greece and Rome, through language,
storytelling and translation.

About the Author: Susan Hawthorne is the author/editor of 25 books published in
five languages across 20 territories. Her non-fiction books include Bibliodiversity
(2014), Wild Politics (2002), and The Spinifex Quiz Book (1993). She has been active in
the women’s liberation movement since 1973, was involved in Melbourne’s Rape Crisis
Centre and performed as an aerialist in two women’s circuses.

PB 9781925950007 £14.95 November 2019 Spinifex Press 127 pages

A Pocketful of Poems
Aussie Flavoured Rhyming Verse
Murray ‘Muz’ Hartin

This is not a book you read once and toss in the cupboard. This book will become dog-
eared and tattered as your re-read it and pass it around. It’s your go-to book to get a
great big taste of Australia. And with Muz’s poetry the flavour is always spot on.

About the Author: Murray ‘Muz’ Hartin grew up in the Northern NSW town of
Moree and started his career in journalism at The Northern Daily Leader. The job came
via a win in the inaugural Bush Poetry competition as part of the 1987 Tamworth
Country Music Festival. Muz helped form The Naked Poets and the crew played to
packed houses at the Tamworth Festival for 13 years. He moved to Manly in 1996 to try
the poetry caper full-time and has somehow stayed afloat for 23 years with the penning
of his poem Turbulence in 1998 playing a huge role in his survival in the crazy world of
entertainment. Muz has lived in Sydney, Tamworth, Newcastle and Melbourne but is
now back home in Moree on his late Dad’s 25-acre block, four miles from town.

PB 9781925927467 £15.99 November 2020 Wilkinson Publishing 128 pages

Parables from Parallel Places
Paul R. Goddard BSc, MB BS, MD, DMRD, FRCR

Cats that are both alive and dead, levitating shoes, gods of war, gods of love and
discarded gods. Allegorical tales of weird worlds where the leaders are elected on the
basis of reality shows and worlds where carnivorous plants can mimic the appearance
of a naked human being. Welcome to the disturbing poetry of Paul R Goddard. This
anthology is an expanded version of the Number 1 worldwide Amazon download e-book
of the same title with many extra illustrations and nine more poems.

About the Author: Professor Paul R. Goddard has written ten textbooks, fourteen
novels, an anthology of poetry and around 500 medical papers. During his medical
career Paul won prizes for his medical publications including the Couch Award and the
Twining Medal of the Royal College of Radiologists and the Barclay Prize from the British
Institute of Radiology, 2002/2003. His fiction is intended to be mind expanding and
provocative and covers broad subjects of good and evil, philosophy and science as well
as fast and exciting action in fantasy and science fiction settings. It is suitable for all
ages from 11 onwards.

PB 9781854570741 £6.99 April 2019 Clinical Press 70 pages
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On/Me
Francine Cunningham

Francine Cunningham lives with constant reminders that she doesn’t fit the desired
expectations of the world: she is a white-passing, city-raised Indigenous woman with
mental illness who has lost her mother. In her debut poetry collection On/Me,
Cunningham explores, with keen attention and poise, what it means to be forced to
exist within the margins. Cunningham does not hold back: she holds a lens to residential
schools, intergenerational trauma, Indigenous Peoples forcibly sent to sanatoriums,
systemic racism and mental illness, and translates these topics into lived experiences
that are nuanced, emotional, funny and heartbreaking all at once. On/Me is an
encyclopedia of Cunningham, who shares some of her most sacred moments with the
hope to spark a conversation that needs to be had.

About the Author: Francine Cunningham is a Canadian Indigenous writer, artist
and educator. Her creative non-fiction has appeared in The Malahat Review, the
anthologies Boobs: Women Explore What It Means to Have Breasts (Caitlin Press) and
Best Canadian Essays 2017 (Tightrope Books), and was longlisted for the 2018 Edna
Staebler Personal Essay.

PB 9781773860169 £9.99 December 2019 Caitlin Press 96 pages

Odes & Laments
Fiona Tinwei Lam

Through poems that celebrate the overlooked beauty in the everyday or that mourn
human incursions upon the natural world, Fiona Tinwei Lam weaves polythematic
threads into a shimmering tapestry that reveals the complexities of being human in an
environment under threat. Inspired by Pablo Neruda’s Elemental Odes, this wide-
ranging and diverse collection plays with the yin and yang of everyday existence,
employing lyricism, narrative, humour and an occasional dash of irreverence and fun
through visual play with text and typography.

About the Author: Fiona Tinwei Lam has authored two poetry books and a
children’s book. She edited The Bright Well: Contemporary Canadian Poems on Facing
Cancer and co-edited Love Me True: Writers Reflect on the Ins, Outs, Ups & Downs of
Marriage with Jane Silcott.

PB 9781773860152 £9.99 October 2019 Caitlin Press 96 pages

Swimming Towards the Sun
Collected Poems 1968-2020
Laurence Hutchman

Swimming Toward the Sun: Collected Poems (1968-2020) brings together five decades
of poetry of the accomplished Canadian poet Laurence Hutchman. He invites us to take
a poetic odyssey, starting in the late 1960s in his travels to Europe, leading us through
the turbulent times in cosmopolitan Montreal of the 1970s, to a long residence in New
Brunswick and finally his return to Ontario. Through a powerful and daring use of
language and a haunting musicality of lines, Hutchman explores the relationship
between real and imaginative landscape as he bears witness to his place and time.

About the Author: Laurence Hutchman was born in Belfast, Northern Ireland, and
grew up in Toronto. He received his PhD from the Université de Montreal and has taught
at a number of universities. For twenty-three years he was a professor of English
literature at the Université de Moncton at the Edmundston Campus. Hutchman has
published 13 books of poetry, including Foreign National, Beyond Borders, Reading the
Water, Personal Encounters, Two Maps of Emery, The House of Shifting Time, Fire and
Water (in collaboration with Eva Kolacz) and Swimming Toward Sun Collected Poems:
1968-2020. He has also co-edited the anthology Coastlines: The Poetry of Atlantic
Canada and edited In the Writers’ Words.

PB 9781771835404 £19.99 October 2020 Guernica Editions (CA) 300 pages
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Blood Rises
David Haskins

The past infuses the present in the poems gathered in this collection. Painting a
transformative Southeast wind helps restore a culture to a decimated people. Everyday
events trigger a yearning for love from those already departed. A goldfish experiences
poetry for the first time, again. An arduous trek through the Peruvian mountains leads
to a stone that stops the sun. By turns ironic, comic, imagistic, experimental, these
poems ask what’s next, and how we get there.

About the Author: David Haskins is the prize-winning author of This House Is
Condemned, Reclamation, and over 150 published writings. At the age of eight, Haskins
emigrated from post-war Britain to Ontario. For 36 years, six as Department Head, he
taught high school English. Recently widowed, he has two sons, and drives a blaze
orange 1970 MGB. He resides in Grimsby, ON.

PB 9781771835381 £15.99 September 2020 Guernica Editions (CA) 125 pages

Cosmic Bowling
The I-Ching Poems
Cornelia Hoogland, Ted Goodden

This book is a collaborative work of Ted Goodden's ceramic sculptures and Cornelia
Hoogland's poems. Specifically, they are responding through image and text to the 64
hexagrams contained in the ancient book of wisdom, the I Ching, or Book of
Changes. Cosmic Bowling's calm weather lands in the midst of twitter storms in which
everybody wants to start a conversation. Here's a conversation -- facilitated through
visual art and poetry -- that's been going on for three millennia, one that asks the
perennial question: How should we live now?

About the Author: Cornelia Hoogland’s chapbook, Dressed in Only a Cardigan, She
Picks Up Her Tracks in the Snow, is forthcoming with Baseline Press (2021). Cosmic
Bowling (Guernica, 2020), is a collaboration with the visual artist Ted Goodden.
Ted Goodden is a visual artist whose work is exhibited in major galleries. The artwork
for his illustrated book, Glory Boy, has toured across Canada.

PB 9781771835374 £15.99 September 2020 Guernica Editions (CA) 90 pages

The Long Bond
Selected and New Poems
Allan Briesmaster

The Long Bond is a gathering of the finest work from six books over four decades by a
widely respected and remarkably versatile poet. It spans a massive range of subjects
and styles, encompassing the Canadian landscape, music and art, love and family,
science, technology, and the manifold challenges to a questioning mind on our anxious
planet.

About the Author: Allan Briesmaster has been a readings organizer in Toronto,
editor for several Canadian publishers, and a founding partner in Quattro Books.
Currently he runs his own literary press, Aeolus House. The author of seven books of
poetry, he has read his work, given talks, and hosted literary events across Canada.

PB 9781771834667 £19.99 October 2019 Guernica Editions (CA) 175 pages
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A Map of Rain Days
Jennifer Hosein

A Map of Rain Days invites us into the liminal between the nights and the "too-bright
days." The author navigates a life felt full on, inhabiting all its beauty and shadows --
the "slap-tumble" of sex, "the mean streets of the suburbs," "the swill and gore" of
youth. Interwoven into this life are the realities of racism, addiction, suicide, rape, and
death. And then clarity ensues.

About the Author: Jennifer Hosein is a writer, visual artist, and English as a Second
Language teacher, living and working in Toronto. Her poems, short fiction and a play
have been published in magazines in Canada and translated into Hungarian. Her artwork
has appeared on book covers, in magazines and in solo and group exhibitions.

PB 9781771834414 £15.99 September 2020 Guernica Editions (CA) 110 pages

Travelling The Lost Highway
Poems 2011 - 2018
James Deahl

Travelling The Lost Highway collects the poetry James Deahl has written from 2011 to
2018. It contains themes such as the poet's responsibility to nature, the necessity and
beauty of love, elegies, and the vulnerability, yet surprising resilience, of all life.
Central to the book is a series twenty-two travel pieces, written off the grid of main
highways in Canada and the United States, that display Deahl's affinity for the world
outside the urban centres of wealth and power. Although not usually a political poet,
the collection closes with a section of poems personally responding to the advent of
President Donald Trump, an electoral result that, unlike most elections, changed
everything.

About the Author: James Deahl was born in Pittsburgh in 1945, and grew up in
that city as well as in and around the Laurel Highlands of the Appalachian Mountains.
He moved to Canada in 1970 and holds Canadian citizenship. He is the author or editor
of forty literary titles, recently his two prior collections from Guernica, Rooms the Wind
Makes and Red Haws to Light the Field, as well as Tamaracks: Canadian poetry for the
21st century, the first major anthology of Canadian poetry published in the U.S. in
three decades. He is the father of Sarah, Simone, and Shona, with whom he is
translating the poetry of the Québécois poet Émile Nelligan. Deahl lives in Sarnia with
companion Norma West Linder.

PB 9781771834100 £15.99 October 2019 Guernica Editions (CA) 140 pages

McLuhan's Canary
Bruce Meyer

If we are to live in this world and share in its experience, we must have patience.
In McLuhan's Canary, Bruce Meyer examines the questions of how we wait to find love,
why we love and show courage to the people and things that are important to us, and
how we find purpose in the small, commonplace and almost insignificant things that
help us to endure with dignity. In these poems, paeans to the virtue of patience, Meyer
listens as the world sings to us and awakens us to the perpetuity and strength in which
we live and love.

About the Author: Bruce Meyer is author or editor of 64 books of poetry, short
fiction, flash fiction, non-fiction, and literary journalism, among them McLuhan’s
Canary (2019) and A Feast of Brief Hopes (2018). He lives in Barrie, Ontario.

PB 9781771834063 £15.99 October 2019 Guernica Editions (CA) 90 pages
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Extraordinary Renditions
Niki Lambros

The voices in Extraordinary Renditions come from the deep past when war began; and
span the centuries to the present moment, with war still raging around the globe. We
hear the ancient story of how violent killers became heroes and then saints, how the
picture of torture became an icon to be venerated-- salvation achieved through the
instruments of pain and death. The Greek word “martyr” means “witness”; in these
poems the voices of victims speak in their own words, the disappeared and nameless
dead tell their stories. Many of the poems relate speech directly from news sources and
recreate context to amplify those words so they can be heard and remembered. Each
reading reveals new layers of meaning, echoes and soundings that will linger in the ear
and raise a call to action against injustice, hatred and fear. As the Russian poet Joseph
Brodsky said, “Poetry is ... the only form of moral insurance that a society has.”

About the Author: Niki Lambros was born in New York, NY, immigrated to Canada
after the 9/11 attacks and became a citizen in 2011. She holds a BA in English Literature
from Bard College, an MA in Theology, and an MA in Creative Writing from Concordia
University, where she is presently working on a PhD in Poetry and Translation.

PB 9781771833868 £15.99 September 2019 Guernica Editions (CA) 62 pages

The Perfect Archive
Paul Lisson

At the core of the dry and purposeful language of Library Science and the Rules of
Archival Practice is an Orwellian impulse that serves as a lens through which to consider
what Hannah Arendt famously called “the banality of evil.” The Perfect Archive is a
story in verse about an archivist who moves beyond his role as protector and cataloguer
of others' work and begins to question the very nature of a “pure and accurate” archive.
The role of a government Archivist is to organize and catalogue books, statutes, and
memoranda. What happens when these documents are weaponized?

About the Author: Poet, archivist, and librarian, Paul Lisson was born into a family
of union card carrying steelworkers who played in bagpipe bands. Paul has twice been
the recipient of the City of Hamilton Arts Award—for visual art and literature in 1997
and for arts administration in 2017.

PB 9781771833721 £15.99 December 2019 Guernica Editions (CA) 98 pages

Running Late
New & Selected Poems
Rolf Harvey

Running Late marks the re-emergence of a truly unique and important voice in
Canadian poetry, bringing together selected earlier works by Rolf Harvey along with a
captivating set of new work. Harvey was a key member of the Canadian poetry scene
in the 1960s and ‘70s. He studied under Irving Layton, Maurice Elliott, and D.E.S.
Maxwell while working closely with Al Purdy, George Johnston and others. Harvey’s
first collection of poems, The Perfect Suicide, was published in 1972 by New Press and
hailed as a “forceful, rhetorical and highly idiosyncratic collection” [John
Bemrose, Toronto Star]. This was followed by Getting By (Oasis Press, 1979) and Out
From Under (Oasis Press, 1984), which was edited by Irving Layton. Harvey’s absence
from the world of poetry since the mid-1980s owes much to his distinguished career in
film and television. But now, with Running Late, new poems that are both personal and
outward looking – calls from the Ontario back-country that everyone should hear.

About the Author: Rolf Harvey worked as an Art Director and Production Designer
for film and television for over twenty-five years, working on such acclaimed projects
as David Cronenberg’s The Fly (1986) and received a Directors Guild of Canada Award
in 2002.

PB 9781771614603 £19.99 June 2019 Mosaic Press 188 pages
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Time Inside
Gary Margolis

Time Inside, Gary Margolis' seventh book of poems, takes us behind the walls, through
the metal gates of his experience leading a poetry workshop for inmates in a maximum
security correctional facility, and back out to the surrounding worlds of love's nature
and memory's hold and release of us. Emblematic of Margolis' writing, sometimes in
phrases, sometimes in sentences, Margolis always has an ear for a line's turning. Each
poem finds its centering image that arrests the heart. With clarity, humor, and a
counselor's and poet's eye, Margolis sees the keys and latches of dark and light inside
our time.

About the Author: An award-winning poet and counselor, Gary Margolis is Emeritus
Executive Director of College Mental Health Services and Associate Professor of English
and American Literatures at Middlebury College. He was a Robert Frost and Arthur
Vining Davis Fellow and has taught at the University of Tennessee, Vermont, Bread
Loaf, and Green Mountain Writers' Conferences. His poem "The Interview" was featured
on National Public Radio's The Story, and after the 2004 World Series he read his poem
"Winning the Lunar Eclipse" on Boston's ABC Channel 5.

PB 9781732081550 £14.99 April 2019 Green Place Books 100 pages

Likely Stories
Pamela Porter

These poems featuring the brilliant, the misfit, and the music of the stars summon us
into the heart of what it means to be human and passionate on this wild ride we call
life on Earth. Mileva Einstein, the forgotten genius; Josef Stalin’s only daughter, as she
flies off to the US; Robert Schumann, composing symphonies from an asylum; the view
from Mars; horses sensing a predator; the road toward forgiveness -- in this gathering
of the factual and fantastical, the lyrical and wise, a rich humanity steps forth. Pamela
Porter brings her unique sensibilities, combined with an acute intelligence, a sensuous
lyricism, as well as a serious wit to the poems in this collection -- all of which asks:
How did you get here, and how will you get home?

About the Author: Pamela Porter’s work has won more than a dozen provincial,
national and international awards, including the Governor General’s Award for her
novel in verse, The Crazy Man, the inaugural Gwendolyn MacEwan Poetry Prize, the
Malahat Review’s 50th Anniversary Poetry Prize, the Our Times Award for political
poetry, the Freefall Magazine Poetry Award, the Prism International Grand Prize in
Poetry, and the Vallum Poem of the Year Award.

PB 9781553805908 £13.99 October 2019 Ronsdale Press 80 pages

Clinging to Bone
Garry Gottfriedson

Garry Gottfriedson’s Clinging to Bone digs into the marrow, heart and soul of the human
condition. Looking deeply into the Secwepemc (Shuswap) world of today, he examines
betrayal, grief, love and survival. He states, the broken winged sparrows are lost in
flight, surviving starvation in the empty belly of wind. In Foreigner he describes how
my skin is the scent of Secwepemcúlucw / a rez Indian, a foreigner / in my own
homeland / can you imagine that? (where Secwepemcúlucw means land of the
Shuswap). But he also sees humour in the very mechanics of surviving as an Indigenous
individual in the Canada of today. His poetry will draw you into love, laughter and
sorrow, but leave you contemplating your own survival. A glossary of Secwepemc words
is included.

About the Author: Garry Gottfriedson, from the Secwepemc Nation (Shuswap),
was born, raised and lives in Kamloops, BC. He holds a Master of Education from SFU
and has studied Creative Writing at the Naropa Institute in Boulder, Colorado.

PB 9781553805625 £13.99 May 2019 Ronsdale Press 100 pages
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The Hugger Mugger
Selected Poems 2020
Sean Haldane

Seán Haldane's previous collections of poems have been in chronological order. But
there are two chronologies: the order in which poems are written, and the order of the
events they describe. For example there are six poems in The Memory Tree (2015)
which concern events before The Coast and Inland (1968). Haldane has written poems
set in Italy while living in Canada, poems set in Canada while living in England. His
longest collection so far, Always Two (2010), contains about 280 poems set in four
European countries, the USA, and six Canadian provinces. Since this is a selection, not
a collection, he has felt free to organise the poems in a loose chronological order of
writing, and to put poems which ‘belong' together -- whether in place, time, or person
-- in separate sections. The last section includes recent poems which have been set in
song cycles by the Canadian composers James Moffet (Poems of Absence) and David
Jaeger (The Echo Cycle).

PB 9780957466975 £10.00 September 2020 Rune Press Limited 166 pages

The Poems of Valentin Iremonger
Edited by Sean Haldane

Valentin Iremonger (1918-1991) is the quiet man of 20th Century Irish poetry in English.
As he wrote to Robert Graves in 1944. ‘If, as you say, poetry is a sharing of secrets,
today these secrets are proscribed and it is not by shouting and tearing one’s hair or by
roaring through a microphone they will be shared.’ As a diplomat living with his family
abroad (First Secretary in the UK, Ambassador in Sweden, India, and Luxembourg), he
was in no position to promote his poems, but nor was it his temperament to do so. The
poet (in Irish) Maire mhac an tSaoi wrote after his death: ‘Valentin Iremonger, both as
a poet and as a human being, radiated integrity.’ His poems are, to use a phrase
Iremonger applied in a review, from ‘the only place where poetry can be found – in the
everyday life of people around. And as Sean O’Faoilain wrote, ‘one rarely hears a
modern idiom, a modern speech. (I find it in the tense poetry of W.R. Rodgers and in
the hesitating rhythm of Valentin Iremonger)’. Iremonger’s poems are the epitome of
‘feeling thought’ – the rhythm, whether hesitant or driving, carry them often in
unusually long but lucid sentences. This collection is a close to complete as we have
found possible: it includes all poems from his published volumes, with some published
only in periodicals, and a few unpublshed. It also includes passages of poetry from his
radio play ‘Wrap up my Green Jacket’.

HB 9780957466944 £15.00 March 2021 Rune Press Limited 170 pages

Theatre Direction & Production

On the Circuit
A Personal Introspective of Urban Theatre
Tony Rhone

On the Circuit is an informative handbook that charmingly describes the author's
personal journey through Urban Theatre. Navigating through the industry's snares and
pitfalls, Tony Rhone III has delightfully sharpened his theatrical sensibilities as he
continues his journey as a playwright. Even if you are well-versed in theatre, this book's
additional knowledge can broaden your perspective on the genre. By delicately
intertwining the author's fifteen-year experience with advice and wisdom, this book
gently lays a foundation for those interested in creating their own production on the
Urban theatrical circuit.

PB 9781098336806 £16.99 December 2020 BookBaby 138 pages
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Notes on Directing
130 Lessons in Leadership from the Director's Chair
Notes On
Frank Hauser, Russell Reich

Some years ago, Frank Hauser, then a retired freelance director, and writer Russell
Reich, his former student, self-published Notes on Directing in hardcover. It was
immediately acclaimed as "a gem-witty and full of insight;" "so sensible, so complete,
and so right;" and "amazingly illuminating" by the likes of Judi Dench, Edward Albee,
and Terry Teachout. Gathered over Frank Hauser's long career, and polished to a sharp
edge by Russell Reich, the 130 "Notes" address a wide range of topics, from
understanding the script and defining the director's role, to casting, how to handle a
first read-through of a script, rules for rehearsal, how to talk to actors, how to get a
laugh, and the key elements of staging. Filled with enduring good advice expressed in
assertive, no-nonsense language, and supported with explanatory commentary,
insightful quotes and examples, and six valuable appendices, this deceptively slim book
has the impact of a privileged apprenticeship, providing deep insight into the hidden
process of creating a live, shared experience. For the student or professional engaged
in a directing or acting career, the executive or manager looking for inspiring new ideas
on leadership, or the arts lover wanting insight into the creative process, this book will
be an invaluable experience. This new edition includes an interview with the co-author.

PB 9781937295028 £16.99 October 2018 RCR Creative Press 140 pages

Theatre Studies

One Flew over the Kosovo Theater
An Anthology of Contemporary Drama from Kosovo
Ariel Dorfman Edited by Sasa Ili'c, Jeton Neziraj

Perhaps the first full-throated response to the war in Kosovo to be published in English,
this anthology – in a Serbian translation – crossed the border between the two countries
in 2014 as one of the first works to break a literary silence of three decades. Every play
included here – even the two comedies – proceeds from traumatic circumstances or the
wake of them: The Basement is a family drama set in the thick of the NATO bombing
and the forced expulsion from Pristina. The Finger draws its impetus from a vacuum,
from a gaping disappearance and a family bereft. In Slaying the Mosquito, exile carries
with it all the derangement of the war. Set in the days approaching Kosovo’s
independence, the eponymous One Flew over the Kosovo Theater lampoons the new
government. The Crossroads Café is a sweeping farce with a full cast of characters
recapitulating the occupation and conflict. One Flew over the Kosovo Theater is more
than a collection of plays. It is something that verges on a saga.

PB 9781942281047 £21.99 November 2018 Laertes, a Press for Literary 302 pages

Colours to the Chameleon
Canadian Actors on Shakespeare
Edited by Keith Garebian

The first work of its kind in Canada, this book explores 11 first-rate actors' perceptions
and comments in relation to performing Shakespeare in order to offer a sense of what
these actors mean by the work. Colourful, lively, with strong considerations of
technique and interpretation, this book gives Canadian actors a rare and generous
opportunity to explore the highest reaches of their art in relation to Shakespearean
acting.

About the Author: Keith Garebian is a widely published, award-winning freelance
literary, theatre, and dance critic, biographer, and poet.

PB 9781771833936 £19.99 September 2019 Guernica Editions (CA) 253 pages
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Color & Light
Navigating Color Mixing in the Midst of an LED Revolution
A Handbook for Lighting Designers
Clifton Taylor

Color & Light is an essential practical guide to how color works in light. Written from
the perspective of a theatrical lighting designer, it discusses how to see color, how to
construct effective lighting palettes, and how to make use of both color filters and
color-mixing LED fixtures to create compositions that work well with scenery and
costumes to tell compelling stories.

We are presently at the leading edge of a revolution in theatrical lighting, redefining
how it can be used to create and communicate. Today’s LED-based additive color-
mixing fixtures require new methodologies and new ways of thinking, and Color &
Light directly addresses this technology’s potentials and challenges.

But underpinning lighting’s many recent technological changes is the fundamental
language of color that artists have worked with since the birth of humanity’s artistic
urges.

More saturated vs. less, warmer vs. cooler, more green vs. more magenta, recessive
vs. dominant—the bedrock language of color manipulation endures, whether you are
putting paintbrush to canvas or calling up color attributes on a high-tech lighting
console. Balancing the basics and the latest innovations, Color & Light is a book for
everyone involved artistically with light and color. It will enhance your understanding
of how a lighting setup works from a color perspective, while equipping you with the
language to communicate about color with your collaborators.

About the Author: Clifton Taylor has created designs for theater, dance, and opera
companies on Broadway, regionally across the United States, and in 17 countries around
the world. His designs have been seen in productions by the Alvin Ailey, Martha Graham,
and Paul Taylor dance companies, as well as in numerous works for the American Ballet
Theatre and the ballet companies of Boston, Washington, D.C., San Francisco, and Rio
de Janeiro.

PB 9781935247197 £27.99 December 2018 Silman-James Press 240 pages

Remembered Presences
Alison Croggon

In 2010, the Guardian named Melbourne critic Alison Croggon as a ‘must read’ critic.
She was the first online critic to be awarded the Geraldine Pascall Critic of the Year,
in 2009. Her blog Theatre Notes was the first theatre blog in Australia and, over its
eight years of existence, made Croggon the most influential critical voice in Australian
performance, with a wide international readership.

This long-awaited collection of 25 years of Croggon’s writing shows why. Ranging from
early reviews to wide-focus essays of cultural criticism, from playful meditations on the
critical form to searching interrogations of the role of the critic in the volatile digital
age, Theatre Notes demonstrates the evolution of a crucial critical voice. It includes
the best of the essays and reviews published in a variety of daily papers and literary
magazines, but at its centre is an eye witness account of the 2004-2012 Australian
theatre renaissance, written as it occurred. Searching, challenging and always
entertaining, Croggon grapples with the contradictions and delights of writing about
performance, an ephemeral artform central to our cultural memory.

PB 9781760622121 £27.99 October 2018 Currency Press Pty.Ltd 320 pages
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The Wrong Side of the Room
A Life in Music Theater
Norman Mathews

Born in the wrong town, the wrong era, and with the wrong name, Norman Mathews
was forced to conjure a more enticing, if imaginary, world to better navigate the perils
of childhood. In this world, he didn't suffer from a lack of self-assurance that dashed
his dreams of romance and fame. He wasn't psychologically abused by a priest nor did
he endure ludicrously funny psychotherapy over his sexuality. And he didn't attempt
suicide, nearly shattering his promising future. But in the real world, he survived all of
this and more, and in his autobiography details with stark honesty and humor how
Mathews' resolve to build a meaningful life led him to the life of his dreams. From the
ashes of near-calamity rose the existence Norman Mathews always dreamed of.
Beginning as a magazine editor and eventually becoming a Broadway and film dancer
he worked with Barbra Streisand, Gene Kelly, Dorothy Lamour, and Michael Bennett.
His star was on a consistent upward trajectory. But an injury cut short his career as a
performer and forced him to seek creative fulfillment elsewhere. He reinvented himself
as a pianist, composer, and playwright and as such created award-winning works for
the concert stage, Tony-Award winners, and opera luminaries. This passionate and
inspirational autobiography is steeped in dark humor, celebrity gossip, and backstage
intrigue. It not only shines a light onto musical theater, it goes so far as to recount the
grisly murder of a Broadway conductor, provides an inside look at the embezzlement
of a famed Broadway producer, and details a never-reported rehearsal row involving a
famous choreographer. Mathews brings his colorful Sicilian-American family, his
triumphs and heartbreaks, and his mine-strewn path to love vividly to life. This riveting
drama is a paean to all late-bloomers - proof that no matter how many wrong cards you
are dealt, it's possible, with hope and tenacity, to come up with a winning hand.

PB 9781732367104 £16.99 October 2018 BookBaby 324 pages
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One Flew over the Kosovo Theater PB 9781942281047 £21.99

Parables from Parallel Places PB 9781854570741 £ 6.99
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